VACANCY NOTICE 04/2016

ADVERTISEMENT

RIT KOSOVO (A.U.K)

Instructional Faculty for English Composition

The RIT Kosovo (A.U.K) seeks one well qualified and highly motivated instructor to teach an undergraduate English course this coming summer term, June/July 2016. RIT Kosovo (A.U.K) is a private, not-for-profit undergraduate institution. It is a leading institution of higher education in Southeast Europe and offers a degree in Applied Arts and Science through its partner institution, Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, New York. The RIT Kosovo (A.U.K) campus is located in Prishtina, Kosovo’s capital and largest city.

Applicants must have a master’s degree in English, composition, rhetoric or an appropriately related field; those holding relevant doctoral degrees are encouraged to apply. Applicants should have native or near-native fluency in the English language and teaching or studying experience in an American university environment.

Gifted instructional abilities, proven international adaptability, and interest to work in a multi-ethnic environment are valued attributes. Interested individuals should submit their CV and the following information to the HR Office at AUK as soon as possible:

- Letter of interest
- Teaching statement/philosophy
- Teaching experience including list of courses taught
- Scanned copy of degree certificates

Please send requested material electronically to the following email: hr@auk.org

Applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis and should be received by Wednesday, June 15, 2016 to be assured of consideration.

Only shortlisted candidates will be contacted.